UCCGE Meeting Agenda 12-4-19

2:30-3:45pm, Student Services Building Rm 230


Absent: Virginia Fowler, Martha Glass, Ellington Graves, Mary Kasarda, Rob Stephens

1. Pathways Special Study and Study Abroad Reviews
   - MGT 1984 Special Study (for Concept 7)
     - Vote: Approved for Concept 7, review details will be provided to proposal author
   - HD 3954: Practice and Skills (for Concept 3)
     - Vote: Approved for Concept 3
   - HD 3954: Policy and Standards (for Concept 7)
     - Vote: Approved for Concept 7

2. Sub-Committee Reports:
   - Future Beyond Ad Hoc:
     - Stacy Vogt Yuan (leader), Rob Stephens, Ellington Graves, Jill Sible
       - Review of Options to Consider:
         - Current Ad Hoc Model: Supported as favorite so far, good representation and system, requires greater peoplepower, potential for priority teaching?
         - UCCGE First Model: Generally supported, second favorite, adds further steps and potential delays/inconsistencies to approval
         - Parallel Path Model (default): Not supported
         - UCC First Model: Not supported
         - UCCGE Only Model: Not well supported by UCC
         - Past CLE Model: Not supported
         - UCC Only Model: Not supported
     - Require further discussion with UCC, would like time-to-approval estimates for each
   - Assessment:
     - Molly Hall (leader), Kristin Phillips, Angela Anderson, Michelle Moseley-Christian
       - Survey sent out to all Pathways assessment participants, about 20 providing feedback so far (60 opening survey) = most consistent with Oct 4 feedback
       - Committee will post feedback to Canvas, meet in new year and work with data
   - Advising:
     - Zack Underwood (leader), Emily Wilkinson Stallings, Maren Roman, Anita Walz
       - Working to update advising survey that went out in Fall 2018 to send out Jan
Idea for college-level Pathways liaisons/advocates: help train new advisors, existing advisor outreach, advertising/recruiting new students
  - modeled after diversity advocates = look at incentives, rewards, support

- Transfer:
  - Michelle Seref (leader), Virginia Fowler
    - No Report

3. Vice Chair
   - No one yet: will likely happen after Future of Ad Hoc is sorted out

4. Discussion: Concern about Adv/App Discourse in In-Major Courses
   - A general concern for restricted in-major courses meeting Pathways Adv/App Discourse
     - Need to discuss with Dean of Engineering
     - Could incentivize Comm/Engl with Adv/App course development/scaling?
     - Can Virginia Fowler bring this up to English?
     - Stacy can bring to COMM

Meeting Adjourned: Stacy Vogt Yuan at 3:45pm

Notes taken by Jill Sible, Minutes Compiled by Stephen Biscotte